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This summary research paper is based on twenty five interviews with leaders and two
interviews with psychologists. In the main these were based in Scotland, across three
different sectors – Public/3rd, Corporate PLCs and Entrepreneurial. Interviews lasted 1-2
hours and followed a standard set of questions; all specific content of the interviews is
confidential. Care was taken to achieve balanced representation from each sector, and
to ensure that there was an equal percentage of male/female participants. Other diversity
areas such as race were not catered for.
The research explores what makes up personal resilience and how it is built and
maintained, plus its links to organisational resilience. This summary paper highlights the
key findings.
The major finding of the research is the concept of the Resilience Engine ©. This
illustrates that there are three major component parts to resilience: the first is a set of
Internal Resources 2+7+1; the second is an extreme External Goal Focus on an
outward-oriented goal which demands creative problem solving; and the third is what
is naming the Adaptive Capacity. This Adaptive Capacity is effectively
the motor of the Resilience Engine©, and is a set of honed skills that leverages the
potential of the Internal Resources to bring persistence and success in achieving the
External Goal.
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The Definition of Resilience
Resilience is the ability to overcome setbacks and absorb any learning offered by those
setbacks, quickly, and at the minimum cost. There are increasing levels of resilience: those
that describe their ability to bounce back; those who describe this plus absorbing the
learning from the setback and thereby changing their ways of living and working; those who
describe this learning, and on top, their speed of response and minimum cost. There is an
even further level of resilience, where a person transforms an extreme challenge into an
opportunity and achieves good outcomes from the setback even in the face of extreme loss.
The characteristics of resilience at this level were explored in this research.

The Resilience Engine©
The most significant finding of the research is the concept of the Resilience Engine©. Using
the model of the Resilience Engine© helps illustrate how resilience is created and sustained.
The engine is made up of an inner source of fuel and an outer force, with a driving motor
creating the energy between the two. The inner source of fuel and the outer force are stable,
non moveable components. The driving motor moves continuously. The integration of this
whole engine, the maintenance and nurturing of it, and the continuous development implied
by it, is what makes resilience transformative.

‘There are all sorts of
things that I hang onto.
Including keeping
focussed’
David Cameron
‘Focussing on priorities,
this builds resilience’
Fiona Mackenzie
‘I can’t make others
change. I can change me’
Linda Urquhart
‘In business there is an
issue of taking
responsibility; blame can
be placed elsewhere
easily’
Soraya Fenton
‘I don’t like selfabsorption’
Judy Wagner
‘I accept myself. I don’t
feel the need to prove
myself’
Anon
‘Self awareness is key.
It’s taken a long time to
understand that. It’s the
core of a personal state of
resilience.’
Heather Jack

The Internal Resources ‘2+7+1’
The first component is a set of specific Internal Resources - 2 Beliefs, 7 Attitudes and 1
ability to Self-Accept that form the internal source for an individual’s resilience.

The ‘2’
1.
2.

A belief in one’s purpose in life – so knowing that you have a purpose, and what it
is. This belief leads to the highest engagement if connected with the External Goal.
A belief is one’s own judgement: judgement of other people, and judgement of
things and situations.

The ‘7’
There are seven attitudes whose combination is critical for the highest level of resilience
1. Takes full responsibility for self, own actions and reactions
2. Doesn’t dwell, forgives when necessary, moves on
3. Not taking oneself too seriously. Humility and self deprecating humour.
4. Optimistic
5. Grounded, feet on the ground, pragmatic
6. High level of independence and independent judgement
7. Values others and their opinions
The 4 latter attitudes make for an interesting paradox – they are 2 pairs of countering
mindsets: a both optimistic and pragmatic person will believe in the possibility of creating
options and solutions and will also consider and cater for all barriers. Plus the extremely
independent person who values other people’s inputs will achieve a fully counterbalancing
set of arguments in any situation.

The ‘1’
This refers to Self Acceptance. It is the findings of this research that leaders who are resilient
do not necessarily have Self Esteem but Self Acceptance. They know themselves deeply,
and they accept themselves - all strengths, all gremlins, all blind spots.
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Self Confidence and Control
The combination ‘2+7+1’ makes for an unexpected situation which
came across many times in the leaders interviewed: the combination didn’t mean defacto
confidence.
Also, the relationship between resilience and being in control is complex: an initial state
of being in control is useful to resilience, but individuals have to give up the need for
control where the challenge is too big – instead they need to concentrate on feeling
comfortable with ambiguity.

External Goal Focus
The second component of the Resilience Engine© is an extreme focus on an outwardly
facing goal. Total outcome focus. If this goal is linked to an individual’s inner purpose the
bond is extremely strong. The key for this to play a part of the Resilience Engine© is that
there is a continued and almost ruthless focus on the goal. This focus is so clear that the
individual will do anything – including generating somehow all creative options available
to them – to solve any problems in the way of succeeding in their goal.
The real mindset here is the openness to solutions coming from unexpected places, and
keeping a wide compass map. This mindset is enhanced via the Adaptive Capacity.

The Adaptive Capacity
The third component of the Resilience Engine© is an individual’s Adaptive Capacity. This
is a sophisticated mix of skills that connect the Internal Resources and External Goal
Focus in continuous motion, and helps move the individual towards their goal(s)
congruently. It is the moving part of the Resilience Engine©. The Adaptive Capacity is
made up of three components:
1.

Firstly, Perspective – the ability to grasp context. Being able to step back from a
situation in order to better see and understand. This implies an ability to weigh
up a welter of factors, ranging from how very different groups of people will
interpret a gesture, to being able to put a situation in perspective.
The second is Supporting Oneself so that the individual is refreshed
continuously.
The last component is a Pacing Cycle – an advanced skill where an individual
manages their load accordingly to their capacity on a continuous basis. The
components of the Pacing Cycle are shown below. Most significantly it results in
a steady state use of energy rather than high peaks and troughs. Dependencies
are ruthless prioritisation and saying no often.

2.
3.

Capacity

Senses
Lets go and moves
on

Usage

Paced Use of Capacity. Steady-ish curve, optimum level. Involves ruthless rejection
of unnecessary tasks.

Assesses
Capacity

‘I’ve learned to accept
unpredictable events’
Soraya Fenton
‘I’ve had to relinquish
control. I’m not frightened
of the future; you just
have to trust yourself’
Ros Borland
‘You have to be open to
being counter intuitive’
Lewis Lyell
‘My role helps others
reframe difficult
situations and give them
confidence’
Fiona Mackenzie
‘There is a spectrum of
right and wrong’
Kathy O’Neill
‘The issue for resilience is
the gap between one’s
expectations versus
capacity.’
Linda Urquhart

The Pacing Cycle
Forgives

Plans

Learns

Acts

Succeeds/Fails

Poorly paced use of capacity. Says yes to many low
priority items, keeps rising to the challenge, but
resulting usage is peaks and troughs. Overall result is
less efficiency.

Time

Organisational Resilience
There was general agreement across the leaders interviewed that organisational
resilience relies extremely heavily on the personal resilience of the Senior Management
Team of the organisation. There are a further 6 elements necessary for organisational
resilience:
1. Consistency. Of culture, of communication, of message, of values, of style of
decision making, of trust.
2. A consensus, inclusive and collaborative culture.
3. A learning culture within linked communities within the organisation, and as a
whole organisation.
4. There has to be an emotional contract between the organisation and the
employee, linking the individual to the organisational aims.
5. An organisation had to explicitly deal with challenges to resilience such as
stress and workload. Prioritisation has to be ruthless.
6. Don’t hide difficulties or ambiguity from staff.

‘There are no mistakes,
only opportunities.
resilient people always
reframe mistakes.’
John Leary Joyce
‘The link between
personal and
organisational resilience
is profound where the
organisational ambition is
the same as the individual
drivers for those who
work in it’
David Cameron
‘Consistency is key’
Anon
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The Bottom Line of Resilience

Participants in the Research
Entrepreneurs:
Ros Borland, CEO Gabriel Films;
Charlie Dawson, CEO The Foundation;
Pamela Lyell, Partner Core Services
Marc Moens, Pentech Ventures LLP, x-CEO
Rhetorical;
Angela Paterson, CEO Hijobs;
David Sibbald, CEO Sumarian;
Judy Wagner, Partner Finlayson Wagner & Black;
Corporate Sector:
Anonymous Finance Director, major Scottishbased PLC;
Jann Browne, Finance Director, Cairn Energy PLC;
Geoff Cartright, Global Marketing Director, Lifescan
– part of J&J;
Mairead Ferguson, Communications Director, BBC
Scotland;
Lewis Lyell, Director BT;
Linda Urquhart, CEO Morton Fraser;
Tom Ward, x-Corporate Development Director
Scottish & Newcastle;
Helen Webster, Product Director, Aegon;
Public and Third Sector:
David Cameron, Director Child Services Stirling
Council;
Liz Connelly, Regional Director West Scottish
Enterprise;
Heather Jack, Head of Cultural and Community
Services, Perth & Kinross Council;
Fiona Mackenzie, CEO NHS Forth Valley;
Kathy O’Neill, General Manager NHS Forth Valley;
Harry Stevenson, Director Social Services, South
Lanarkshire Council;
David Strang, Chief Constable, Lothian & Borders
Police;
Simon Woods, CEO, Royal Scottish National
Orchestra;
Zoe van Zwanenberg, x-CEO of Scottish
Leadership Foundation;
Psychologists
Paul Dickens, Partner, Finlayson Wagner & Black,
Psychologist;
John Leary Joyce, CEO of Academy of Executive
Coaching and Psychologist.
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1.

Resilience is important to leaders. Those that have the highest resilience work hard at
nurturing and sustaining it.

2.

Resilience relies on complete Self Acceptance. It does not rely on Self Esteem or Self
Liking.

3.

Resilience relies on a number of deep beliefs and deep attitudes, the 2+7 of the
Internal Resources 2+7+1 formula. If not present innately, building these takes
profound inner work.

4.

Resilience relies on connection with an External Goal that is compelling and
meaningful.

5.

The most challenging aspect for building and sustaining resilience is an individual’s
Adaptive Capacity. Experience and time is required to build Adaptive Capacity, and it
requires continual support.

6.

The output of the Pacing Cycle, part of the Adaptive Capacity, is a steady use of one’s
own capacity and energy, even in the face of challenge and setback. This involves
ruthless rejection of unnecessary tasks, and this in turn relies on extreme clarity of the
External Goal.

7.

Resilience is not the same as confidence; indeed many leaders quote a lack of
confidence despite very high resilience.

8.

Resilience requires a sophisticated relationship with the need to be in control.
Resilience is built by becoming more in control – of those things that are within one’s
control. But it also requires a complete letting go of control for those things outside of
one’s control. This may sound extremely obvious, but the understanding of what lies
outwith one’s control has to be developed.

9.

Resilience, even at the highest level, needs to be sustained. At the highest level this
means effecting a big change.

10. Women rate their own resilience lower than men. There are 3 common reasons for
this: a capacity versus expectation issue; a lack of self-acceptance; and finally the
belief that they are fixers of any problem - this gets in the way of full development of all
3 components of the Resilience Engine©.
11. Each sector has a particular pattern around resilience. The Public sector is most
complex, with both the highest and lowest resilience ratings. The Corporate sector has
the most consistent ratings, but top ratings remain illusive. The Entrepreneurial sector
has the lowest average rating, with two fundamental reasons – a lack of time for
reflective learning and a prevalence of DIY thinking.
12. Organisational resilience depends heavily on the individual resilience of its key leaders
and the resilience of its Senior Management Team as a unit.
13. Organisational resilience relies on a further six factors, including a collaborative,
inclusive style and openness of culture.
14. There are 10 major reasons for breakdown of the Resilience Engine©. The 3 most
common are
o The ‘2’ beliefs are not assimilated wholly.
o That individuals’ expectations of themselves are out of kilter with their individual
capacity.
o That a DIY approach is preferred.

Further Information
The full Resilience Insight Series includes
o More on The Resilience Engine© and its component parts.
o Sustaining Resilience.
o 10 Reasons for Resilience Engine breakdown.
o Sector and Gender differences.
o 10 Implications for Coaches.
To obtain a copy of the full Resilience Insight Series, or to discuss more about your own
and your organisation’s resilience capabilities, please contact Jenny Campbell, Director
at jenny.campbell@lifetimeswork.com/ 0131 332 7512.

